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I. Introduction:
 

Smoking cigarettes is the second major cause of death in the world (M. Raveendran, 2005). Cigarettes contains

 nicotine, which is an addictive drug and is extremely toxic. Nicotine can cause irritation of the lung tissues, constriction

 of blood vessels, increase heart rate and blood pressure, and cause central nervous system stimulation (Glossary, 2003).

 Too much nicotine in a human body can cause chronic respiratory diseases such as bronchitis, asthma and impaired

 breathing. Nicotine can also be harmful to women, causing infertility, sterility and irregular menstrual cycles. Nicotine

 may incorrectly set the sensors that detect low oxygen level. Also, nicotine is a toxic substance for the fetus because it

 decreases the amount of oxygen transferred to the fetus from the mother (Effects, 2004). Nicotine can kill brain cells

 and stop new ones forming in the hippocampus, a part of the brain that is important for learning and memory. Exactly

 how nicotine kills cells is not clear, but it may induce apoptosis, or programmed cell death, in immature cells

 (Smoking, 2002). Clearly, nicotine is harmful to the human body in multiple ways.

            Nicotine not only affects humans, but also all the other living organisms from mammals to invertebrates because

 it is a natural pesticide. Clams are one of living organisms in marine life that can be affected by nicotine. One cigarette

 butt per two gallons of water can be enough to be acutely toxic for tiny invertebrates such as freshwater fleas(Waymer,

 2005), and clams therefore could be affected too. When nicotine is absorbed in clams, their reactions are slowed down.

 In a case study, researchers found neoplasia by abnormal metaphases in the respiratory system of Baltic clam treated

 with nicotine (Waymer, 2005). This study indicates that the clam gills could be affected and develop cancer. The gills

 are the respiratory organ of most aquatic animals used to obtain oxygen from water; similar to the human lung

 obtaining oxygen from air.

In this experiment, I hypothesize that nicotine treatment will increase cell death of the cells in the gills of clams

 based on the fact that nicotine kills lung cells in humans. The gills of clams consist of a filamentous structure of

 vascular membranes, so it is thick enough to visualize cell death on the gills. To distinguish live cells from dead cells,
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 Trypan Blue can be used. My father who is a surgeon told me that trypan Bule stains dead cells and live cells

 differentially; the dead cells absorb the blue dye and look dark, whereas the live cells repel it. In this experiment, I

 applied trypan blue to nicotine-treated cells to investigate cell death rates.
 
 
 
 
 
 
II. Materials and Methods:
 
Materials:
Mercenaria Clams
Sea water
100ml beakers
Petri dishes
Pipets
Dissection tools
Trypan Blue powder(made up to 0.2%)
Phosphate-Buffered Saline solution (PBS)
Nicotine (1.5ng/mL)
Nikon SMZ660 Stereoscope
Spot Insight QE camera
Mac G4 w/ OSX operating system
BTV Pro, Microsoft Office Picture Manager
 
Methods:

In preparation, I made a 0.2% solution of Trypan Blue: I weighed 0.1g of Trypan Blue powder, dissolved in

 50ml PBS, and mixed until dissolved. And I prepared 6 clams in sea water; three of them were for control and three are

 experimental. I incubate three clams in nicotine solution (1.5ng/mL) applied solution whole clams and put the other

 three in salt water (control) for 14 hours in separate beakers. At the end of the 14 hours, I dissected all clams and put

 them back in the solution where they were put last 14 hours. Each dissected clam was washed out five times with PBS

 quickly. Trypan Blue is a useful reagent but it is also toxic to cells at high concentrations at long exposures. In

 phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS), significant toxicity was found after exposure to a concentration higher than

 0.2% Trypan Blue for 30 minutes or shorter (Arch Ophthalmol. 2004) So, I had to look at the cells shortly after

 dropping Trypan Blue on the gills. I put 1ml of 0.2% Trypan Blue in the gills and took images, as quickly as possible,

 with Nikon SMZ660 stereoscope (2x). (Since cells would die quickly without sea water and 0.2% of Trypan Blue is

 toxic and it will kill cells as time goes by.) I alternately dissected one of the experimental group and one of the control

 group, and repeated the same thing for all clams. I got six images and chose the best images. I defined ÔbestÕ as those

 images that showed gills clearly not blurry. Since it was hard to count the number of the dead cells in the unadjusted
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 images, I zoomed in by 800X using Microsoft Office Picture Manager and changed the brightness from 0 to -100 and

 the contrast from 0 to 100 to have better visual on the pictures. Then I randomly selected three fields on the pictures

 and counted the number of Trypan Blue-absorbing cells. I averaged the values of numbers of dead cells obtained for

 three viewfields on 6 clam gills.
 
 
III: Results:
 
Control:

 
Figure 1: The image of Gills in Sea Water (control) This image is taken of gills of control clams in sea water under a
 20X objective lens on Nikon SMZ 660 stereoscope using BTV pro. The original image is 640 pixels by 480 pixels. Its
 size is reduced for display. There are not many Trypan Blue-absorbing cells. The blue stripes are Trypan Blue solution
 and those are not dead cells.
 

Figure 2: Zooming-in by 800X image on Figure 1 This image is zoomed in by 800X, and dark staining still cannot be
 seen.
 
 
 
 
 
Experimental:
 

 
Figure 3: The Image of Gills in Nicotine (experimental) This image is taken of gills of experimental clams in
 nicotine, under a 20X objective lens on Nikon SMZ 660 stereoscope using BTV pro. The original image is 640 pixels
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 by 480 pixels. Its size is reduced for display. There are many Trypan Blue-absorbing cells. Those little black dots are
 dead cells.
 
 

Figure 4: Zooming-in by 800X image on Figure 3 This image is zoomed in by 800X, and blue staining is from Trypan
 Blue and the black dots can be certainly observed.
 
 
 
 
 

Graph 1: Cell Death in the Gills of Nicotine-

Treated Clams vs Control Clams I took the average of each group and calculated its standard deviation. The standard

 deviation shows the range of variability in the data. Control clam #1 was compared to Experimental clam #2, etc,

 because the time they spend in solution after dissection can influence the amount of cell death. There is some variability

 in the number of dead cells in the experimental group, but the difference between control group (no nicotine) and

 experimental group (nicotine) is clear and very large.
 
 
 
 
 
 
IV. Discussion and Conclusion:
 

From this experiment, it can be concluded that nicotine treatment increases cell death in the gills of clams. This
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 supports my hypothesis that nicotine treatment will increase cell death of the cells in the gills of clams. Using 0.2% of

 Trypan Blue in PBS, the dead cells were visible and countable. In control group clams, the dead cells on clam gill tissue

 were not present, as you can see in Figure 1 and 2. In experimental group clams, their images show that the number of

 dead cells was sufficient to be counted and compared.

To make a more accurate and precise result, the exact numbers of the dead cells should have been collected on each

 cell, but there were a couple of difficulties in collecting and quantifying the data. Most of the dead cells were gathered

 together so it was difficult to count every individual dead cell. The exact size of individual dead cell was unknown, and

 the stereoscope that was used for the lab did not have the magnifying power to see individual cells. In future

 experiments, it will be ideal to use trypsin, an enzyme that breaks down tissues into individual cells so that I can

 observe cells individually. Another difficulty was that since cells would die quickly without sea water and with 0.2% of

 Trypan Blue, this experiment of method was difficult to make reliable. The images were taken as soon as Trypan Blue

 solution was dropped on the clams, because otherwise, cells would die due to Trypan Blue exposure and not nicotine.

 In future experiments, it will be better to use a non-toxic method of looking at cell death.

As shown in the graph above, the number of dead cells on each experimental clam was different, and the numbers

 were not combined because of two reasons. One reason is that the time the clams spend in solution is slightly longer for

 the later ones. The other reason is that the total cell number would vary. Individual clams have different size and this

 mean they have differing abilities to survive and adapt in a given situations. The best way to analyze the results would

 be to count the percentage of dead cells per total cell number. However, as long as the dead cells were found in

 experimental group clams and no significant existence of dead cells in the control group, it is reasonable to believe that

 the hypothesis is supported by the results.

In conclusion, this experiment shows that nicotine effects cell survial on clam gill as it does in other animal tissues.

 It is not just unhealthy for human smokers but for other living creatures around them and would be beneficial for

 smokers to stop smoking to improve the health and well-being of the society and world.
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